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For K.D.
May we find comfort in friends and the natural world.

Holograd Prayer Book 
(VM-#35712)

1. Lacquer
 

2. Prayer A-#1614g412
(for resurrection against hopelessness) 

3. Quiet Hours 
+ 
Prayer H-#47 
(for mindful existence as recovery)

4. Prophecy 

5. Prayer C-#7135121
(for love, preparation, and acceptance of the unknown) 



Who said when you 

Give it a name you 

Give it power I’m still 

Sunk in the riverbed 

This time dressed in 

Summer’s sweet heat and colour 

Alive and breathing but 

Sick with rage and tears 

And here we are again 

Wanting to disappear 

Wanting to cut the lights and 

Close the blinds to try 

And sleep it off under globe

Still fading like a screen or the moon

Still gazing and swaying mid-afternoon 

These silver giants wander the 

Countryside sheep-grazed and wide 

Their skin a restless water shimmering

In the sun beautiful but blank and 

Forever bored in the borderlands holding

Hands between the waking world and sleep  

Interrupted by the flutter of wings like 

Clapboards for the scene like 

Flip books that fan the spark of my 

Anxiety so my fear may once again breathe 

And incinerate the weights of my grief 

And anger for a time this massive 

Moth with the face of my grandfather throws itself 

Around the hallway tapping the glass of 

Framed family photographs in the name of 

Attacking electricity so I kill the 

Lights once more and shut the door 

Spine still abuzz with the supernatural

1. Lacquer

Black pond
From which life may spring  



In ensuing silence desolation’s firewitch fog rolls 
In like anaesthetic and reminds you how 
Tired you get of outliving your predecessors
June’s reawakening gave way to July’s fury 
Gave way to August’s apathy still I know 
We must need some of the same things  
Even if I can’t feel it there are 
Mountains to scale and understand 
Obstacles to overcome and forgive 
And hold in the palm of our hand how
I search for these things now blindly in my bag 
Coming up empty my hands dredge a black hole
Seeking comfort instead in recalling so many 
Heads held in my lap not so long ago 

Otherwise what I was able to so clearly crystallize at my 
High now reads so dry and abstract in this weather   
I let it rest like keys or gold or receipts on the dresser



Let my dependence rest 
Let me wake to restfulness at dawn and evade paralysis 
Too drained to shake and staring across an uncrossable five feet of floor space 
Let me remember how to be an apparition on the walls of buildings again when the 
time is right 
Guided by the charm of music and lights and the premise of doing no harm 
Which sweetens sleep in the auditorium before it and softens my frustration 
Let balance wind its way between my circles, colours and steps to 
Cradle these things suspended in as much perpetuity that still allows for growth
Let cosmic spirituality strike me like lightning once more as a perk of the illness 
Let the orchestra swell lights dim and curtains part to reveal my insipid work at the 
end of this 
Spread too thin and no longer eating if i am to surpass it and live again 
Let me be right of this counter-intuition 
And maybe my records will be worthy of dissection 
Let the worsening kiss me already so it may end  

   2. Prayer A-#1614g412

(for resurrection against hopelessness) 



  3. Quiet Hours & 
Prayer H-#47 

(for mindful existence as recovery) 

Mind racing I fake a power outage just to be 
Alone and can’t force myself to turn it back 
On and during that time I say I’ll never conjure
Anything from nothing ever again not for 
Praise nor paper or passions gone even the 
Element of distraction I’m shutting it all down
Selling every last curated colour I own and 
Forgetting 
Moving back home now devoid of family and 
Most friends I’ll do data entry for the rest of my 
Days or die bailing hay doing drugs or whatever 

May we not seek solace in sleep so often 
Drawn to an eternal winter den dragging
Breadseed behind us bright red on the snow 
Kneading the earth and quiet for hours 
May we not be swept into statistics



May there be fresh dimensions to be found in the 
World enough to make the dying brain rewrite its refrain 
Though the movement is rigorous for 
This when the fervour fades may there be a reprise

Adrenaline through the vents says the blood is good it 
Gets you to breathe it says feel it feel it feel it so I 
Lift different weights hoping it’s whatever’s 
Constraining the vein so I may once again exist on pins and 
needles 
And when the spirit does eventually rouse I am blessed to be
Lit by your company in robes of yellow glowing like that of a 
Farm house’s solitary window at night 



May there always be time to take it in, twigs shrapnel and all 
May the next exit South-West be as joyful as I always recall 
Raised in a house of cracking spines may I be 
Confusing this story for one I’ve heard before 

Stepping closer and crawling inside I hate painting but 
Take a broken hand to it anyway living unknowingly in
The ache of overwork is that what it’s called?
When the screen becomes a window day after 
Day I think of making a break any typical scenery in 
Broad strokes involves jagged edges tearing through 
Trees provokes withdrawal after the
Immensity of the sprawl produces
Owls faced like apples cut in half how 
Wild (not violent) these things come to be
Falling from the branch bursting from the
Earth and so on and so forth until 
We form another frame to fit it in 



If wellness means discomfort may admissions clatter to the 
Floor ringing awkward unceremonious and heard 
If the alternative is arriving well dressed in disorder 
May tornadoes reach for the clasps once again to 
Unsuit us in our soft flesh instead

Bonded by trauma blessedly to many in this basement 
We’d wait out the storm with gin and shared dreams and  
Similar brain chemistry baptized at the bloodstream we 
Plead for kindness and don’t know what to do with it when we get it 
A question of believing you can have it if
You think you can stand it I’ve been stretching for hours 
Crackling like a forest as if I could reconfigure my being or 
Break and spill free all the animals I’ve been carrying 
Force myself back into a shape of my own this 
Way and the pen back into my palm again 



May we be like quilts patched and grafted 
And not forgotten hung out to dry 
May we carry the fabric of loved ones lost in this way 
To weather the waviness of grief and joy even unwound 
And forever bound by blood and cotton and secrecy 

I’ve been dying for change starving to 
Reset my brain and body to sink like a
Stone into rivers of indigo so I may paint another 
Boring still life in white worthless or another
Prayer or reference to something ancient to 
Express my suffocating adoration there’s
Equal admiration it seems for the  
Body of work the body at work and the 
Body shutting down 



Angels weep in my temples these stars of pain are never not falling
In the wreckage of my chest these arrows of love are never not 
shooting   
Otherworldly I can feel your planetary pull from halfway across the 
city  
Strong enough to uproot my detachment sirens sing on the 
Street below as we construct this small gift box of a universe 
Fingers sore after work trapping smoke and whispers in the tape 

Thank you for having me in your home of stone and wire I like how 
you said 
The uncaring universe still carved out a little place for us 
A room in white to sleep on waves of foam and navy like
Venus possessing a stillness that permits portraits upon 
Portraits with petals on your eyes I bought from the drugstore 
Wings all around you and salt in your hair where prizes of 
Bone, glass and silk drift their way to your tabletops and drawers 

One day I’ll buy us a house where the oven works and the 
Freezer doesn’t leak and the shower curtains don’t 
Fall down and in the mornings I won’t have to leave   
And the bedroom can be blue as long as you can 
Live with me and the worsening and two keyboards

   4.  Prophecy 



Months ago elsewhere when the curtains were drawn I 
Stubbornly expected a field strewn with rubble like the  
One back home outside my bedroom to stretch on 
But I am severed and instead it was a neighbourhood 
And there was community and you were saved 
And we always woke to the feeling of impending flight 

Hope for this made the water rush between 
The walls that kept us up a waterfall and I still love the 
Sweet sting of nets cast that kept me out all night   
Hollow diamonds stayed imprinted pink even following finale 
And in memory there was a symphony with violet 
V for victory where arms found truce within their valley

But I did instead fall knee to hip to elbow in 
Parking lots for you who was sleeping above for 
You who perhaps knew but couldn’t move for 
You this garden grew a 
Lilac in a shot glass 
Middle of the triptych 
Sleeping off the soreness for days in dypsis

Feverish I bathed in milk running magnets across skin hoping 
To garner your favour with sequins and painted eyes I 
Made my voice musical my proposition as inviting as an eternal 
Abyss my kiss alcoholic until your pupils finally bloomed black 
Tulips thank god I’ll get us a ride 
(But you still get in even when I don’t try)  



All spring’s so soft and hazy 
We forgave the frostbite in favour of 
Remembering a pastel winter  
Because I love you some things I don’t 
Tell you selfishly like how I’m not made for the 
Pavement and how I haven’t heard a bird in 
Months I fear at 22 I may already be
Sapped by the scene and willing to 
Stay that way for better or for worse    
Insomniac in black I’ve been 
Unable to sleep for there is unheard 
Music in my head
Touristic melodies and this 
Streetlight seems a flame for my
Wake when you’re not around
The stars seem to quake I 
Can’t shake it I 
Worry     

But if it’s doom bad times will happen anyway and the 
Good ones aren’t for writing 
When you can’t intuit I’ll find a way to tell you 
For now I can read myself to sleep with our 
Trajectory in text enough to span from here halfway 
To home lit by mineral river and solidago 
Bit by nostalgia I carry even the things my skin couldn’t
Stand while your shyness keeps me on my toes    
Keeps me holding onto your arm for more than just balance



Another wave in the name of grief’s ecstasy  
Another reaction caused by increasingly 
Difficult moods inconvenient to explain  
Another same place in a different skin 
Another love this time for something
Bigger than script jumping in your 
Throat like the feel of your dog’s 
Coat under your hand forever ago 
Words are not adequate and 
Memory becomes theory based 
On circumstance and comparison but 
What the mind cannot express the 
Senses translate in sleep or daydream 
Buried long ago but the body knows what’s 
Hidden behind your eyelids 
What sank heavy in your heart 
What’s knocking with every beat 

Let us heal the rift that comes with 
Awakening from visions like these 
Let us sustain the heartbreak in all its agony 
Whether it’s life and death or just one of those days 
In response to suffering we have asked of
Ourselves at least three invariable yet flexible things 
Which spring from devotion and more than that presence
For love preparation and acceptance  
Which is why we are built for distance and endurance 
So we may all cheat an end 
At least three more times 
To wander the world more un-dead than ever 
In body and in mind 

 
 5. Prayer C-#7135121 

(for love, preparation, and acceptance of the 
unknown) 




